ADDITIONAL GRAVITATIONAL FORCE IS ACTING ON SOME TREES DUE TO PRESENCE OF UNDERGROUND WATER STREAM
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Abstract- An unusual growth is developed with some trees. A bunch of some of their twigs is bending in the downward direction and twigs are stretched downward. Bending of twigs is due to additional gravitational force acting on these twigs. This additional gravitational force is because of presence of underground water stream. The direction of plane in which the twigs are bending indicates the ground surface line where underground water stream is present.
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Introduction

All plants growth is connected with light. In trees, the trunk brings the tree up into the light filled atmosphere. But as a rule, a tree trunk grows straight up; it is not directed towards the sun as a source of light, which is in fact a move daily across the sky. This growth straight upward is known as negative geotropism. Since the trunk grows directly away from the center of earth the blossoms of numerous wild flowers, in contrast, follow the path of the sun during the day; they exemplify positive phototropism- growing toward the light source [1].

The trees genetic propensity is to capture as much light as possible, which maximize its ability to do photosynthesis, grow and produce fertile offspring, which guarantee the survival of species. Since every tree has this propensity and growth creates shade that brings about death, each tree competes with its neighbor to maximize light uptake [2].

The trees are nearly symmetrical in shapes but sometimes they are asymmetrical. You might even call them missshapen [1]. Some of the twigs of some trees are BENDING DOWNWARDS [BD] in a straight line. This bending of twigs will have some specific reason. In this publication, I propose to outline the body of research that suggests a strong evolutionary connection between the two phenomena, bending of twigs of tree and presence of underground water stream.

Growth of Trees

The buds elongate the branches and widen the crown (Branches and leaves).

The particular shape of the crown and the size of the trunk relative to the crown in an individual tree express a different asset of the tree [1,3]. The neem tree in Fig. 1 gives USUAL GROWTH [UG] of tree and the crown nea.rly symmetrical in shape. The branches are growing towards the light. The crowns of some trees are markedly asymmetrical. You might even call them misshapen or UNUSUAL GROWTH [UUG] of some branches. Sometimes the twigs of these branches are BD direction as shown in Fig. 2.
New Technique of Searching of Underground water stream

Generally there are many methods, vary widely; most dowsers (also called diviners or water witches) probably still use the traditional forked stick, which may came from variety of trees. Other dowsers may use keys, wire, coat hangers, pliers, wire rods and pendulum etc [4]. Locating underground water stream is both an art and by chance [5]. For drilling of bore well, no detail maps of ground water presence and no guarantee. Therefore it is quite confusing to take a decision about whether to drill or where to drill [6].

The technique by using UUG of trees is useful for finding place for drilling bore wells. The tree which has twigs BD gives ground surface direction of UWS. This will indicate one UWS stream surely. If we want two streams, we have to observe the same tree or other nearby trees, which are having the bending of twigs with different directions. Take a cross point of these two streams direction this will give you two streams may be at different depths. The cross point for drilling of bore well is calculated as shown in Fig. 3.

Results and Discussion

The trees of Neem and Tamarind shows UUG, as some of twigs are BD in a straight line. It means that in addition to gravitational force, there is additional downward force acting on these twigs. This additional force is might be due to presence of UNDERGROUND WATER STREAM [UWS]. There is abundant evidence from the trees on the banks of the river or nearby the wells, to support that the bending of twigs is due to presence of underground water, where we can see that twigs are bending downwards. Because of this continuous acting additional force, the twigs are stretched in downward direction. The comparison of length of twigs from UG and that of from UUG i.e., bending twigs.
shows that the length of bending twigs is larger than that of UG. But, the diameter of sub branches of twigs which are bending is smaller. This is because of continuous additional force acting in downward direction. The bending of twigs is along a straight line. If a plane is drawn parallel to the direction of bending, it gives the direction of UWS on ground surface. We have to drill a bore well at this point on the ground surface.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the bending of some of twigs of some trees indicates presence of underground water stream. The bore well drilled under study might well support the fact. As the stream will not be always in straight line, the cross point of two or three streams sometime give less guarantee. The depth of stream varies from stream to stream, many times depth is up to 100 feet but sometimes it is up to 600 feet.
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